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NEM 2.0 Gets Your Home Grandfathered Into 
A Priceless Value For 15-20 Years!
30% FEDERAL TAX CREDIT!

NEM 3 DEADLINE
FAST APPROACHING

* 12/2021 - CPUC PRELIM DECISION:

NEM 3 UPDATE:
As of their deadline of September 29, 2022, nothing
final yet. CPUC rules state that a proposed decision
must be released within 90 days of the close of the
record, which in the NEM proceeding was July 1.

While we are expecting a slight modification, it is
believed that if Governor Newsome was siding
with solar, we would have heard mention during
his pre-election campaign.

Consensus is that decision is made, but being kept
private until the election is over.

Go Solar with NEM 2.0 while the getting is
good. Your home will be Grandfathered into
NEM 2.0 for 15- 20 years!

NEM 3.0 IS
NOT GOOD

1) Instead of energy credits of up to $.62 / kilowatt hour we
are currently receiving, NEM 3 suggests credits of $.05

2) Instead of the current $10- $11 monthly minimal
distribution fees to buy and sell energy to PG&E, NEM 3
Tariff is suggesting $8 per kWminimal fee. This would
mean an average of over $50 a month

3) They want to RENEGE 5 YEARS FROMOUR 20
YEARS GRANDFATHER PLAN!

Brought to you by
Melody's dog,
Tucky

SAVECALIFORNIASOLAR.ORG

• Your Local Family-Owned Customer Advocacy Team
Helping You Go Solar

• We've helped thousands of Bay Area home owners to
go solar

• The most durable, efficient and reliable equipment

• The most experienced and qualified installers

• Practicing Honesty and Surprise Prevention

• Pro-Active Post-Installation Follow Up

• Communication on your terms

WHO IS THE SOLAR BILL REVIEW TEAM?
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TESTIMONIALS

2 OPPOSITE CHOICES: BEST vs. CHEAPEST

SUNPOWER vs. CONVENTIONAL

MOUNTINGHARDWARE will provide the greatest
PEACE OFMIND for roof integrity long term.

More Energy In Less Space

WHY NOT GO CHEAP?
Mount above has no flashing
protecting the the roof.

Over time, the granules wear
down and water will seep in
underneath the mount.

RAISED FLASHING
MOUNTS

Designed for the ultimate long-
term roof protection. It would
take an inch of constant rain just
to get to the point providing

security.

COMMON CONCERNS ABOUT GOING SOLAR

"I heard you get a Surprise Bill at end of the year"

A: With "The Solar Bill Review TEAM", we continue to consult 
with you after installation so there are no surprises.

What are the most important aspects
of an excellent solar experience?

They know what they're are doing
which makes it easy to deal with them.

Krishna in Livermore (client for over 3 years)

communication was frequent during our project, and if we
had any questions, they ensured it was addressed

immediately. After installing our panels, they stayed in close
contact to ensure we were satisfied. Furthermore, they
scheduled time to review the solar functionalityJared in Livermore

2022 install

From our first appointment to installation, to our most 
recent one year electric bill review they have been

on point with customer service.

Sal in Oakland client since 2021

HIS #97591 SP
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Call us now to schedule...

FREE Home Visit or Screen Share
with your local energy experts...

Pictured above: Aztec Dancers shared a 
magical performance at the Solar Rally in 
Sacramento. Below: Bill, Dylan and Leah. 
Lower Right: Adrian, Crystal and Shalyn




